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PREFACE

This book, as the title suggests,
ans-national
is about ‘gendere
un-belonging from a comparative
ization
literature
and
perspe
neoliberal polities have led
om
to
all
increasing
over
number
the world to transit south to inland
north/east-west
or
fin
international territories.
being
At the
fought
same time, batt
not only on the borders between
aste-race
nations, ethnicit
paradigms but also on a whole set
es of new frontiers
legitimacy, sexuality, trauma,
aces
and
of
terrorism ami
law-and-orderly
transnational’
societies.ricted
The
thus
‘ to
isunnot rest
belonging(s) related just to
oss
travel,
nations,
immigration
but also plays out through multipolar
tities, crevices of
spatialities, and chronologies
gendered’
within
as‘nations’.
a
site of precarity, alterity,
dispossessed
fluidity, lesser, di
though, often, enabling and agency provoking.
Most of the authors of this book
aculty
are research sch
members of reputed universities from India and
participants at a Young Gendered
Scholars’
Myths of
Conference on
Conflict and Un-Belonging from a Comparative Literature Perspective
(Under Project ―
Potential
University
ofwith
or
Excellence
the UPE- -- II
II, Project ID 10, JNU), held from
fter,
August
also 2-3, 2016
invited some other scholars and
itutions
faculty
to
members fr
write for this volume. All the
iewed
papers
by have
a
been doub
distinguished scientific committee.
The conference was a call to explore
and
gendered myt
un-belonging against patriarchal
d misogyny.
tropes, social h
However, when we received all the
repapers, we foun
actually addressing
processes involved
the in such alienation and str
rather than just interpreting
ioms
myths
of as such. Un-b
political and socio-economic es
memories
that
encounter
disturb language, geography, towards
and history as habit
translation and erally,
comparitivism.
these
aces/times
papers
Gen track sp
of real/ghost-like hybridity
t in
is such
forced
ways that any
to overcome issues
ivalence
of passive
or sameness
e,
equ
instead,
to propos
a reification of the political
theand
scope
theof
personal, t
the study. Consequently there
yered
is a heightened
and
sens

x
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rhizomic intersections of different
lence at play,
kinds of gende
un-weaving thereby
istemologies.
predictable
gh
This
ep
unnew and rou
weaving, cuts across fixed paradigms
r designs
of instituti
on one hand and deconstructs and
igms
problematizes
on
sai
the other.
Thus questions of global and local transnation
address how the authors work either through re
performatives of their own geo-political
ugh those of
location
foreign ones but,
spaces
always
of sited
translocation,
sit,
inand the tran
transnational from where theyature
can see
of both sides.
this book rests on this aspect
framing
of thetexts
authors’ loca
from a comparative literature
this
andsense.
transnational p
The authors in this volume are as
unique
they in their doub
iteratively appropriate,
and hybridize
reject,
hegemonic
mologies. episte
The double bind of the writershes
modifies
they
the theore
use. Thus, the book not only provides
djusts its
a reading len
focal length to cast light differentially
seemingly
from oth
comparable headings. Hence the
s they
title of the book
explore and expunge the idea of un‘gendered ways of
belonging from
arative
a comp
perspective’
.
The papers are arranged in four sections: Un-b
displaced borders, the democratic
and defiled
global, defian
bodies. In the first section,rders,
Un-belonging
all
throug
the five papers/authors trackwithin
shifting borders
nations, without
rough
nations
the
snational.
tran
or th
Omar Baz Radwan writes
e works
about
of two
thArab-American
women poets, Laila
m ‘rage’
Halaby’s
and Angele
poe
e Blue
Ellis’s’ ‘Th
State Ghazals’.tle
They
and
resist
insensitive
sub
al
ways of raci
discrimination, in order to expose
he post
the hegemonic
9/11 situation and puncture stereotyped
st Arab and images of
the Christian American. Their
s poetry
of their
negotiates s
own citizen status, of Americans
fear
and
and
Arabs in the I
rage of imposed patriotism, etc.
orders
What we see at pl
without and within
/images/consciousness.
nations
Abin Chakraborty’s paper takes us to Afghanis
Hosseini’s
A Thousand Splendid Suns, where women were caught in a
double contradiction. While they
a result
mourn those who w
of fighting against the Russians,
regressive
they are pushed b
regime of the USan.
supported
‘Can the
Talib
white
brown
man save the
woman from the brown
mes a
man?’
transnational
beco
matter.
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Gatha Sharma explores two travel
ary
writings, Lady M
th
Wollstonecraft’s. Women travelling
century, when
and writing in
any venture into the public sphere
’, was
was
a considered
very rare case of breach. Butat
they
is in
break
spite
another bor
of the orientalist gaze, Lady personal
Montagu finds the ha
space for women, g
very
in the
much
European
wantin
Mary
world; while
Wollstonecraft is fierce in wealth
her criticism
and
of Euro
slavery. The Euro-centric
s become tainted
border
tions.
with contradic
Gursheen Ghuman’s paper argues how the poetry o
Umpierre locates the queer ine,
trans-locations
which
of
becomes the voice of rebellion.
sonal
Itand
negotiates
the
real
public with respect to one’s xile
sexuality,
within in terms o
heteronormative .
knowledge
The borders
systems
that her poetry
draws/breaks are fluid and unstable
rnative
as they adven
cartographies of bodies and spaces,
n-ness of
thus destabil
dominant narratives
s, normativity,
of hierarchie
. and knowledges
Java Singh positions
fulcrum
‘space’
to weigh
as
ted
ain on selec
writings of Cristina Peri Rossi
heoretical
and Anuradha Roy. T
approach, built upon the axioms
Bakhtin,
of Elaine Showalte
concentrates on the
the seashore.
portrayal Peri
of
two Rossi, with
nationalities – Spanish and Uruguayan,
er location
is always c
at the borders and Roy’s narrative
uts of starts
the
with the
creation of a new nation. Singh
etical
analyses the play
Bakhtinian chronotopes of threshold
e texts of
and the Gothi
these writers. The emergence the
of awriters
common literary t
suggests a gendered alignment
ns.
through un-belongin
The authors/papers in the second
global
part
andsit on the e
the local to examine
n globally
the breaks
mandated
hat
i on the
circuits t
one hand, seek new products andxclude
new markets and on t
groups that do not conform to their
ircuits,
economic agend
imprinted with democratic codes,
the
a movement from
centre, such as from
ly less
an economical
developed
an
country to
advanced one or of the centre to
tion
theof
margin, such a
dominant national paradigmsogress.
on tribal
The
populations
papers in this section contest the notion of ‘progr
Kavya Krishna K.R. attempts to ts,
understand, thro
the paradoxical reconciliation
l logic
of diametrically
of
feminism and of global capitalism.
advertisements
The paper analys
that were widely discussed and
apparent
shared on social me
‘feminist’ stand point. The “Top
symbolise
Girls” in these ad
the gender-sensitive attitudeeking
to women empowerme
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corporate entities. However,
rtisements,
her analysis reveal
as mouth pieces of global capitalism,
cabulary merely
of
appro
feminism without any attempt to address its politi
Ratul Ghosh traces the processes
as athat have frame
transnational cultural commodity.
gh theHis paper expl
scholarship of numerous religious
the first
and philosophi
half of the 20th
had
century,
been established
tantra
as an emancipa
discourse to Western materialism
cientific
by explicating i
body of knowledge. Subsequently,
channels
celluloid, medi
were deployed for marketing sexual
sh pleasure as a
explores how, in this strategy,
in the
theclass
consumer becom
of esotericism offered by the global culture indus
Sarat Kumar Jena gleans the remnants
truct ofof coloniali
modernity foisted by the centre
entation
on the periphery.
of
T
indigenous societies does not
ettisoned
end when the coloni
from power structures. The exclusionary
ted by
democrat
the decolonised nation-state
r perpetrate
institute a local el
the misrepresentation. Jena’s
The Primal Land
reading of Pratibh
(
Adibhumi) reveals that Ray’s construction of the sex
women propagates a reductive collective
ous
identit
community and the translation of
the
the text in Engl
hegemonic representation of the Bonda to a global r
The last two papers in Part II itings
are commentaries on
from Australia.
views
Tara Senanayake
the Sri Lankan-Australian
writer,
Chandani If
Lokuge’s
the Moon Smiled as a contributory
element in the
invention of migrant identities
ybridity.
and the
The
creation o
convergences between
l and feminist
postcolonia
approaches,
eby
wher
both formulations attempt a defence
are brought
of the margina
to bear on the ‘mapping’ of theeprotagonist’s
paper
body
considers the question whether
ess”
the
and
protagonist’s
transgression of sexual taboos
confirm
are emancipatory o
that the migrant woman’s sub-altern
as shecondition rem
moves from a traditional, less
conomically
developed country to
advanced society.
Juan José Cruz studies the enumeration
toll of
of the ine
economic growth
The White Tiger,
in by Aravind Adiga -- the IndoAustralian, Man Booker winnere
(2008).
novel The epistol
establishes a direct trans-national
itically
communicati
invisible
pícaro Indian
and a global political leader. The lette
the struggles of the underclass
f the as
oligarchs.
it contests the c
The gleaming veneer of modernity
porations
espoused by multi-
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barely conceals
iminality
the mercenary
upon
rimposed.
which
cr
it is supe
Jose Cruz focuses
ddle-class’
on the ‘newportrayed
mi
vel to
in the no
divulge that despite its “newness”
of
it perpetuat
traditionally hegemonic groups.
Part three, ‘Un-belonging through
s
Defiant Rewr
papers whose authors consciously
h textual
choose, address
memories of generic and/or traditional
t differenttales, to
kinds of comparitivisms of gendered
l spaces.
identities nav
Ana Abril Hernández,
xplores a poem
e
‘The Penitent’
t
from Vi
Millay’s
A Few Figs from Thistles (1920) against its graphic adaptat
the
Graphic Canon Vol. 3: From Heart of Darkness to Hemingway to
Infinite Jest (2013). She argues how an evolving and embodi
the poem struggles through her
aining
public/personal
to
an
her desires of freedom and equality
iarchal
from
setwithin a s
up. The graphic rendition of the
fpoem, however, s
indulgent and less
she seems
stressful
to bear
as
out
no
her
regrets ab
sexual adventures
er domesticated
nor of h
spaces.
Eram Shaheen Ansari
ting
begins
that fairy
by no
e tales perpetua
gender roles and that Walt Disney
rarchies
renditions
as
reins
they infantilise issues of sexuality
ject has no
and gender. T
agency as she is docile and demure
‘noble
waiting for rede
prince’. She contrasts theseengage
with their
in
recent ad
critically undoing the patriarchal
es.
order through f
Likewise, Sanghita Sen addresses how most Indi
replicating prescribed
ereotypes;
gender
yet argue
some
st actually
in
do
favour of women’s agency, in spite
ps. Such
of predatory mas
set-ups exist not just on-screen
he censor
but also off-scr
board, community vigilante groups
alyses
or
two
even unfair c
films of the parallel
Mirch Masala, cinema:
set in colonial times and
Bhawandar, the account of
India,
a raperetold
in rural
by an American
Indian. Thus filmic retellings
ord forbidden
of fictional or rea
tales through
snational
tranmodes.
Pamoda Jayaweera, a Sri Lankan herself, choose
Mahasweta Devi’s
Imaginary Maps
text
to explore questions of unbelonging in the
ate.
Indian
Jayaweera
nation-st
nmediates
conceptsbetwee
of the nation as a homogenous or
t critical
plural entity thro
discourse and submits Devi’sntexts
orderto
toa post-colon
articulate subaltern un-belonging.
in the The indigeno
programme of the nation-state
d through
‘nonslavery, p
information’ in ways that sanitize
ational
neo-colonial
prescription.

xiv
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While there have been many retellings
Ramayana,
of Sita in t
mostly framed within the nationalist
ninity, bourgeoisie
Vipin K. Kadavath dwells on
Chinthavishtayaya
Kumaran Asan’s poem,
Sita to address how the national icon
er in
is
a given agency b
prohibited dialogic zone ofas
introspection.
a thinking
Sita is
subject who can see
e injustices
through all
she
and
th
has
who suffered
thereafter decides
urn to the
never
palace
to ret
of Rama.
Part four is the climaxing ofateriality
all ways of un-belong
of the body.
Lav Diaz’ cinematic space is filled
violently
with women’s b
raped and mutilated, dead or he
the
purgatory
survived who trans
trans-spaces across
s films.
and It
beyond
connects
ually
hi with
intertext
sound tracks of whiplashes in the
h a films of Pere P
distraught lone woman in the work
ñuel’s
of Ritwick Ghatak
repertoire. It also intersects
José
with
Rizal,
Dostoevsky, G
and the biblical
ary
characters
Magdalene
of
among
M.
many others
Parichay Patra argues that eventually
consumes only cinema
the world it sets out to inspect.
overUn-belonging
into all
of bo
spaces without borders
t remains
sois
that
only
ndwha
light.
the sound a
In contrast to disappearing and
egal’s
spilled over bod
Mandi is a film full of
actice
women
their
who pr
art
lture
of courtesan cu
but refuse to sell their bodies
e argues
as prostitutes.
how
Sar
the market pulls everything towards
men’s itself as it
bodies like any e
other
women
object.
craft their
Th
to
resistance
commodification, by seeking recourse
bonds
to traditi
among the brothel women as well
mbination
as to the courtesan
of artful (re)presentation and
customers.
sex work, they perf
Rama Paul’s paper dwells on bodies
ions and
that write back
that are located in Argentina’s
ed bodies
‘Dirty War’. Dead a
are spread all over the nation.
es de
But
lathe
Plaza
living ones o
de Mayo silently mourn the ‘disappeared’
al gaze. As before th
bodies are tortured, defiled,
ed
and
markers
mutilated, they
of history and containers of knowledge.
enied the
Yet, these
role of knowledge makers. The s
paper
context
examines three
of violated bodies as knowledge
The Night of the Pencils
makers/markers.
(1986),
Imagining Argentina (2003),
Deathand
and the Maiden (1994)
show how the body foregrounds itself
hich a in repressive
counter-narrative of resistance
in nois
way
played out. Wh
refutes the violence suffered violent
by men during such o
regimes, its
cted
scope
to is
the
restri
female body.
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Anum Fatima and Ariba
The Vagina
Zainab
Monologues
look
andat
its Indian adaptations. In patriarchal
y is reducedsystems, th
only to its reproductive and sexual
s the organs. The p
transition of the body from a mere
al one
reproductive
as
org
effected
The Vagina
in
Monologues. Though intended as a monologue, t
paper argues that the play isween
actually
the
a dialogic
woman and the prohibited zone of
It
her
is own pleasures
about her reckoning with itsThe
being
writers
cast as ‘ugly’ a
subsequently examine cultural
oducing
and linguistic
the
chal
play for Indian audiences. The
teIndian
through
production h
different local societal taboos.
onservative
It also had to en
and regressive forces of theme
traditionalists.
a huge
Yet
success as the ‘vagina’ exposed
nd pleasures
the histories of vi
of, women’s bodies.
The last paper in this book reads
ough
Nidia Diaz’ pris
Karen Barad’s concept of new materialism,
isibility
focusin
of matter and meaning or that ofiaz’
the body and the m
prison memoir wasyears
written
after
twenty
she actually faced
imprisonment and torture. Choudhuri and Mukherj
memoir is an embodied narrative
Diaz
and materially ag
vividly recollects the events
he of
and
torture
her
and humi
comrades faced. The body thats
was
back’
written
as
upon, act
it rejects any kind of conformity
a or submission.
performative so that it recodes
and subvert
and reprocesses it
any matters of societal
c habit of
or
language
generi
ritual
asof
a mere
representation. Entangled performativity
moir
of the
expose how representation has
c been
habit
reduced
of
to a mer
the mind and a semiotic of body movements.
Thus gendered subjects in the ,
selected texts f
discrimination, defilementimmigration
and/or death due to for
to vile spaces such as distant
due
lands,
to
prisons, an
compulsive breakaways
liar ensconced
from fami
spaces
d
of home an
domesticity. At the same time,
cientiously
all the authors (of
take a threshold position as they
extsplough
that
through t
negotiate across either historical,
time-spacefictional, a
materialities, so that a trans-national
un-belonginggendered p
is further reiterated. It ouble
is this
bind,
un-belonging
result
tha
of the texts consciously chosen
ciously
and the threshold
taken by the authors, towards a he
new etiquette of
dislocated and the dispossessed.
f any
They labour fro
national literature and are critical
ms of
of any patr
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prescribed/approved theoretical
-politics
templates infor
of knowledge. The threshold positioning
thors
of the te
disrupts the epistemologicalforder
exiled
as they resis
and/or diasporic subjects,
xed
of hybrid
textualities
or queer iden
and often simply of an imaginedoralself and the other
material borders of nostalgia,
ies
aspirations
are
and i
reconfigured in very unique le
ways
a different
as sites of strugg
kind of actionable thinking aimed
on. Such
at delinking and
borders are also informed by gender
y and troubles so t
femininity are articulatedThe
as fluid,
papersvariegated,
are
a
now presented before you for your approval.

PART I.
UN-BELONGING THROUGH
DISPLACED BORDERS

‘W
OMEN OF
COLOUR
’FEMINISM
AND
POST
-9/11
ETHNIC
I
DENTITY
IN THE
POETIC
DISCOURSE
ARAB
OF
AMERICAN
WOMEN
WRITERS
OMARBAZRADWAN

Abstract

Resistance to the appropriation
ural
of
roles
Arab women’s bo
has been a cornerstone of Arab-American
three
feminisms
1
decades. Since
st
the
attacks,
9/11 terrori
the
r be
need
written”
to “write o
has assumed a greater
ith the
urgency,
rise of
ry,
w
anti-Arab
the
bigot
sweeping deployment of neo-Orientalist
Muslims
narrative
in the service of U.S. foreign
acial
policy,
and and the san
religious profiling vis-à-vis
et Nathalie
the Patriot Act. Ar
Handal writes, “Who are you,
others still
if you
find
answer
it
and
necessary to redefine your identity
] How dowithout your p
you define yourself when you’re hyphenated, or
2
hyphenated, when
e incessantness
you exist in ses?”
thof
in-betweenes
In
this article, I will analyse,
hodological
using literary imago
approach, the identity politics
l/transnational
within rubrics of
feminist discourse in the identity
tal images
construction a
evident in the post-9/11 poetic
rabdiscourse of two
American poets, namely Laila Halaby’s
lis’s’ poem “rage”
“The Blue State Ghazals”.

1. “Write or be written” forms one
theof
Italian
the guiding princ
American Writers Association,eas
foreword
Barbarato
Nimri Aziz no
Scheherazade’s Legacy: Arab and Arab American Women on Writing. It is a
principle, Aziz argues, that
new
has
works
informed
by Arabthe prolifera
American writers, xii.
2. NathalieThe
Handal,
Poetry of Arabed.,
women: A Contemporary Anthology
(New York and Northampton: Interlink Books, 2001), 158.

Omar Baz Radwan

3

Key Terms: Intersectional/Transnational feminism,
American ethnic literature, imagology, political

Arab-American women
t, writing,
speaking
and
ou
sistance
mobilizing in re
to American hegemonic cultural
r they
and political
are
disco
neo-colonialist,
eropatriarchal,
nationalist,
inist,
or
het
indeed,
is not afem
3
recent phenomenon, a flowering
acks.
in
the aftermath o
Arab-American feminists
ng understood
have that
lo
sion
gender oppres
cannot be divorced from othertedly,
forms of
that
oppression o
“an oppressive
cannot
gender
[emphasis
system
in original] work witho
4
the collaboration of other systems
of
power and opp
The need
to
identify and investigate intersecting
at the heart
oppression
of women-of-colour-feminism and
ve
many Arab-Americ
claimed feminism of colour ase.
their
Whenpolitical and
U.S. governments use the ‘plight’
enerate
of Arab and Musli
support for war, when Arab nationalist
reedoms leaders rev
in the name of ‘cultural authenticity’,
en’s
when the
movement takes it upon itself
rab
to sisters,
voice the struggle
the bounding of gender
with racial,
struggle
colonial,
onal
and nati
oppressions is clear. Strategies
American
of resistance,
feminists over the
es have
last
predominantly
two decad
iculated
been art
within intersectional and transnational
transnational
feminist
feminist vision
erogeneous
prioritizes
voices
het
s and
and
the
experience
5
“hybrid culture of
allpaper
communities”.
This
will examine how ArabAmerican feminists
o re-envision
have sought
Arab-American
ntity
t
ide
through intersectional and transnational
d will
femini
explore some of the struggles encountered
y from
in tryin
identity politics to a conception
, shifting,
of identity
and
as hy
continually negotiated. This logical
analysis will then

3. As Amira Jarmakani notes, “Since
ade Center
the attacks
and
on the Wo
the Pentagon in 2001,
sic] feminism
Arab American
has been
[
portrayed and
perceived, from a mainstreamor
perspective,
newly forming,”
as suddenly r
231.
4. Rebecca Aanerud,
gain:
“Thinking
This Bridge
A and
Called
the my Back
Challenge to Whiteness,”
This Bridge We Call Home:
inRadical Visions for
Transformation, eds. G. Anzaldúa and A. Keating (New York and
Routledge, 2002), 70.
5. Ella Shohat,
Talking Visions:
ed.,
Multicultural Feminism in a Transnational
Age (Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press
f
and New York: N
Contemporary Art, 1998), 56.
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reading of post-9/11 identity
rary
construction
texts by
in the
Arab-American women poets.
Using imagology as a literary two
tool, I will analy
contemporary Arab-American poets
ge”
namely Layla Ha
and Angele Ellis’s “The Blue State
ogical
Ghazals.” Buil
constructions of cultural hetero-images
and
as well
feminist studies theories,esentations
this article
of
addresse
Arab-Americans evident in the
resented
subjective
in textual n
the relevant literary discourse.

Feminism and the Poetry of Arab-American Women:
Double Marginalisation

The terrorist attacks of September
Arab-11 and the ram
Americans on a discursive, experiential,
an
and ps
immediate and far-reaching impact
Arabon the cultural
American women’s
iting
poetry.
of personal
The wr
dentities
and cultural i
for Arab-American
s been
poets
inextricably
has alway
politics.
shaped by
According to Arab-American
t and critic Hayan
poe
gement
Charara, “enga
with the political, especially
iddle
in terms
East, of U.S. po
seems to bring Arab
sic] together
Americans
more
[
than any other
6
experience.”
Imagologist Joep Leerssen defines collecti
“the awareness of a shared past
the
[…].
very
Historical aw
7
root of group
identity.”
The
shared historical awareness of th
U.S. foreign policy in fomenting crises in the
representing the
anArab
alien
peoples
‘other’
litical
as
to further
ends
po
has been deeply felt in the poetry
ed, of
the
Arab-America
political nature of identity
hehas
emergence
been a recurring t
of Anglophone poetry by women poets
9/11in the 1960s. T
brought home a culture of mistrust,
against
intimidation,
Arabs and Muslims on a scale never
society,
before witnessed
spurring Arab-American women poets
re to become more
direct in resisting
the written
through
and spoken word.
Challenging stereotypes
omen and men
of Arab
in American
ral
w
cultu
and political discourse and highlighting
of sexism
the inte
6. Hayan Charara,
Inclined to Speak:
ed.,
An Anthology of Contemporary Arab
American Poetry (Fayetteville:
of Arkansas
The University
Press, 2008), xxiv.
7. Manfred Beller and
Imagology:
Joep
The
Leerssen,
Cultural Construction
eds.,
and Literary Representation of National Characters: A Critical Survey
(Amsterdam and
rk: New
Rodopi,
Yo
2007), 336.
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and racism that inform them hasArabbeen a central preo
American women poets. The poetry
msboth deconstruc
cultural representations of the Arab community
stratagems, so that resisting
fiant
is never
stance
simply a def
but an opportunity
encyto
through
reclaim
asking
tions
ag
larger
of
ques
American society and ethnic identity.
of
The need t
belonging in a culture that marginalises
ilate them
them or se
has seen Arab-American
ts chart
women
a history
poe
s andof rebellion
accommodations vis-à-vis
nd Arab culture.
American
kedAn
a over-loo
aspect of this work is the humour, sarcasm, and
employed to ridicule mainstream visions of Arab wo
Feminism of colour
l theory
intersectiona
becomes
r the
instructive fo
reading of Arab-American
poetry precisely
women’s
tance
because
to
resis
oppression is on multiple fronts,
efies
an opposition
attempts to posit a unique Arab
rgues
or Arab-American
for
id
a multiplicity of readings. Indeed,
in 2004,
Barbara Nimri
charged that “we [Arab-American
eal
writers] expose
conflicts we face
we […]
can I
really
doubt advance
if
openly without
confronting the ills that afflict
t us, internal
us, theand
barriers
external. We are the opposite
point
of the
inangry
our
young art
8
journey.”
While it remains true that Arab-American wom
citizens of the United States, have emphasised externa
injustice in their work over exploration
ers, a
of intr
number of contemporary poets initions
are challenging
of
essen
Arab womanhood and Arab masculinity emanating fr
(intra-communal) and public (Islamist-national
often
contextualizing
through
these discourses
a relational
on of neoexaminati
colonial and neo-Orientalist discourses.

Women of colour consciousness: “write or be written”

Laila Halaby: rage. In the poem “rage” from
Myher poetry colle
Name on
His Tongue (2012), Laila Halaby emphasises the outs
of the Arab-American in mainstream American soc
unflinching dissection of liberal
-poet projects
multiculturalis
a particular feminist reading
the
ofwhite
liberal multicu
middle-class mother, which is
iousness.
underpinned by the l

8. Nimri Aziz,
Scheherazade’s
“Foreword,”
Legacy: Arab and Arab American
Women on Writing, ed. Susan M.
port
Darraj
CT:(West
Praeger, 2004), (xv).
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While the thematic scope and various
aby’s poetic voice
debut collection, together with
nd nostalgia,
her frequent recou
belie attempts to situate herAfricanas a protest poet in
American feminists
nd June
Audre
Jordan,
Lorde n
a
her
of condemnatio
U.S.-led wars in the Middle East
Palestine
and the
are
Israeli occ
commonly infused with the palpable
black
anger and call
protest poetry. a
“[R]age”
first-person
employs
ential
embodied experi
approach (Dowdy)
of
in
the
the
exchange
unfolding
peakerbetween the s
poet and the liberal mother;of
yet,
embodied
there is a concomi
authoritative agency in the strategy
ertakes,of
soresistanc
that the text can be understood
leng[ing]
as a confrontation
9
[…] readers to act and to redefine
theirthat
consciousn
I will argue
this challenge
ite
is liberal
directed
e readers,
femal
ling
at whon
cal
them to
recognise that their efforts
bedded
at multicultural
within
sol
an ethnocentric mind-set.
Arab-American identity is primarily
of
affirmed t
what one is not: the hetero-image
r whose
of the liberal Am
culture and values are white.ess
Bell
as
hooks
an
has argue
ethnicity has not been prioritised
duction:
in“In
academic and
far too much contemporary writing
f […] race is alw
10
Otherness that
is not white.”
Halaby’s
resistance turns the mirro
white women through what Renae Moore
la
Bredin has te
ethnography”. Halaby
s the “white”
delegitimise
concerns
liberal of the
mother’s anti-war position byhies
situating
of
them wit
power that inform them. A guerrilla
e liberal
ethnographic
mother is consolidated
her own speech,
through
her
which
true
lays bare
misgivings about the war, anduction
through
of
the speakerher whiteness in
imagotypes.
the accretion of
“[R]age” is sub-titled:
war, day 6”,
“the
immediately
extualizing
Iraq
cont
the rage within the post-9/11 lusion
Arab-American
of
exper
“day 6”, a war in
eaks
itsto
infancy,
all the
still
sp
horror
to come
that is
and marks thisparticular
day as being
significance
of
peaker-poet’s
in the s
relational experience of the war.
ing “I”
“[R]age” opens
denouncing the war and registering
ect her own power
change:

9. Michael
American
Dowdy,
Political Poetry in the 21st Century (New York:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 27.
10. As quoted in Chela Sandoval,
e “U.S.
Theory
Third
and World Femin
Method of Oppositional Consciousness
in
Genders 10in the Postmodern
(1991): 22.
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I am angry
at everyone
for not doing enough
to stop this
I am numb
with fear and sadness
11
for everyone
involved

The speaker-poet inculpatesfailings
Western society as a
“to stop this” and her empathyders;
crosses
thecultural an
repetition of “everyone” would
and appear
sadness”
to signal th
is directed both
ople
at
and
the
the
Iraqi
American
compelled
pe
soldiers
to
perform their duty.
mostly I am impotent
which is why this safe school
for little children
is a blessing
where people say
how are you?
and mostly mean it
the Brazilian teacher
leans outside, smiles
you guys okay?
my rage quiets
throughout the sweet morning
filled with giggles
digging and singing
crackers and popsicles
12
stories and
cuddles

The public realm of “school”on
isas
domesticated
a “safe”
in its
space, a “blessing”, where the
owledge
speaker poet’s imp
that there is nothing
eaningfully
one can
domin
r, the
is face of wa
assuaged by the innocence and simplicity
and
of chil
singing / crackers and popsicles
eaker-poet
/ stories and cud
11. Laila Halaby,
My Name“rage,”
on His Tongue in
(New York: Syracuse
University Press, 2012), 97.
12. Ibid., 97-98.
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infers that children and theout
spaces
the best
in which
in
they re
people, or
faces,
their
“where
best
people
how are you?
say
/ and
/ mostly
mean it”. The polite
how are you?”
greeting
goes beyond
“
a surface
reading to a “mostly” sympathetic
et’s recognition
Arab
of t
ethnicity and hence, engagement
d in
with
the the war, whi
Brazilian you
teacher’s
guys okay?” It“ is significant that the on
unquestioned act of solidarity
person
in the
of
poem comes fr
colour. As such, for Halaby, genuine
r Arabinclusion and
Americans is embodied in transnational
in the
affiliat
shared struggle
ceof
byracial
globalinjusti
racialised
ts. It is “the
subjec
sweet morning / filled with giggles”
anger tothat helps t
subside, but it is the plight
es
of
the
children
narrator
“over ther
finally snap and direct her feelings
target. of
The
impotence
13
sanctuary of children’s spaces
n”
wherein
war “is a
is
shattered when the political infiltrates the domes
we are headed to the car
and I am ambushed
not by a right-wing
pro-war
evangelical Christian parent
who questions my nationality
worries about
our connections
but by a well-traveled
liberal mother who stops me
puts her hand on my arm
as you would
to someone who is grieving
and quivers
I’m outraged14

The interplay of
t work
hetero-images
here posits
arcation
aa binary dem
of white America along socio-political
mind-set
lines, th
with its externalised prejudices
ociety
and
and
fears
a
of a mu
liberal anti-war anti-racist
o-multicultural
consciousness, righ
enlightenment. The succession
conservative
of tropes in the cre
parent imagotype (“right-wing,”
an”)“pro-war,”
is
“eva
13. Ibid., 98.
14. Ibid., 98.
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mirrored in the
ng
imagined
of the speaker
profili
nationality”
poet, whose “
and “connections” speak to ati-American,
neo-Orientalist portr
Muslim/Arabethnotype
fanatic, an
that reached new levels of h
after 9/11.
ed
The
conservative
imagin
parent
alterity:
performs a surfa
Muslim/Arab culture as inimical
istian
to the democrati
America begets an inability to
fellow
recognise the spea
American. While the conservative
nce,parent
the
cannot se
liberal mother refuses
edge difference
to acknowl
opeat
ofall.
the The tr
“well-traveled connotes
/ liberalamother”
middle-class
and
status
feminist areas of concern related
nce, freedom
to this
ofstatus, i
movement. The liberal mother’swith
conspicuous solid
theatricality
self-aggrandisement
and
(“puts her hand on my arm / as you
would / to someone who is grieving
to the
/ and quivers”)
Brazilian teacher’s easy
you guys
exchange
okay?”), a
of sympathy (“
disparity further emphasised
edin
opening
the liberal mothe
salvo:
I’m outraged”.
“
The liberal mother never asks the spea
how she is feeling; she presumes
he same
their narratives
because of their shared opposition to the war:
then tells me
about the gourmet dinners
she arranges
with fellow liberals
to discuss her disgust
I need like-minded people
what an awful,
sickening, grotesque display …
though I see her anger is genuine
perhaps a reflection of my own
her designer words
15
make me want
to spit

The imagotype of the middle-class liberal Amer
consolidated through the tropes
ner
of “gourmet dinn
words”. Her utter failure to comprehend
starvation,
the realit
homelessness, displacement,“
sickening,
death – render her obl
grotesque display” of discussing “her disgust” with “fellow
dinner parties she organises.
ignificant
The inclusion of “g
here as it connotes an image ofmask
the liberal
of
mother a
15. Ibid., 98-99.
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solidarity that is comically
c misshapen,
caricature a guerril
holding a mirror
eto
ofthe
white
ugly
liberal
façad
he liberal
empathy. T
mother assimilates the speaker-poet
otesquerie
within this d
when sheI need
says,
like-minded
“ people”, eschewing racial difference
in favour of class solidarity.
the
The
liberal
speaker-poet re
mother’s anger at the Iraq War
on
is
of
“genuine
my
/ perhap
own” but it is the incongruitykes
of her
me “designer wo
want to spit”. However, the perception
e from the that their a
same place is quickly
d in the ensuing
dispelle
stanzas:
bundles of toddlers
climb the
n equipment
woode
in front of us
she points and shakes righteously
these children she says
and you can
issee
struggling
she
with her own fury
these children will
not be able to travel
her words have found the keyhole
to my locked-up anger
which is purple in color
red in volume
children just like these
won’t be able to live!
16
shouts my voice
in puce

The unmasking of the liberal mother’s
ar
true conce
speaks to the consumerist
at the heartdrive
of
ociety
a neo-liberal
and of
s
the attendant divide between and
the third
preoccupations o
world feminists. The individualist
image of
ethos underpi
American identity prioritises ne’s
choice, the agenc
property and capital. For liberal
sts in the
feminists,
prethis
eminence of agency over one’s body.
es of The universal
mainstream liberal
e enacted
feminism
fromar
a ge:
place of privile
resistance conforms to the priorities
e middle-class
and interest
woman, an ethnocentric ideology
cial
that
order.
ultimately s
16. Ibid., 99.
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According to Leti Volpp, the motivations
focus
behind We
on specific gender-oppressive practices
be
in the
17
ultimately self-directed,
ection of “what
a
neself”.
proj
one
fears for o
In
this instance, the “well-traveled”
t the war
liberal mothe
does not even stretch to women
ry
or
chiefly
children “over th
relates to the acquisitive ve
(object-oriented)
on middleeff
class Americans
these children will
(“
/ not be able to travel”). It is this
willfully self-serving
of the war that
reading
the
finally
speaker
ignites
poet’s “locked-up anger”. The
ssion
liberal
is to
mother’s gr
make middle-class
ren
American
the victims
child
sumes
of war. She sub
the speaker poet
ss-based
within this
consciousness
cla
“
these
of war (
children”), absorbing ethnic differences in the serv
consumerist interests. The speaker-poet
t, has been
who, up u
denied an opportunity to enter
ce
the
of dialogue,
a
brea
maternal class-based solidarity
ack toby
those
re-orienting t
children who are actually suffering,
es between
assimilatin
“our children”
children
and
just“theirs”:
like these /won’t be“
able to
live!” Young children the
make
world
sense
and
of explore their
surroundings through play (“bundles
den
of toddlers
equipment / in front of us”), a
ranscends
commonality of inno
boundaries of class, race oris
nationality.
compelled The rage
by a transnational
that
maternal
comprehends
gaze
he literal
war as both t
destruction of
e decimation
children and
ofth
childhood
ce.
innocen
The speaker-poet
by
is
the
denied
liberal
agency
never
mother (she is
once asked about her views on the
other’s
war) because of t
assumption that their anti-war
the
consciousness
same
is e
white middle-class consciousness.
liberal
The
mother “points and shake
righteously”, adding another
c layer
portrait:
to the guerril
the preachy middle-class feminist
.S. foreign
loud in her denu
policy, deaf to the voices of e
Others.
of a
The assimil
multicultural logic
ebration
whereby
of difference
the
a cel
systemic
elides
inequalities that continue to
re
oppress
in thisthe Other c
poem and points to the way in which
rabthe silencing o
American voices can operate on multiple
t
levels.
reaffirms her agency
ng the
by
liberal
decenteri
ive,
mother’s narrat
transforming it from a middle-class
o a
consumerist
transnational, Other-directed
consolidate
consciousness. Th
the hypocrisy at
ral
work
mother’s
in the anti-war
libe
stance:
17. Leti Volpp, “Feminism
Columbia
versus
Law Review
Multiculturalism,”
101.5
(2001): 1181-1218.
JSTOR, accessed December 11, 2012, url:
http:// www.jstor.org/stable/1123774.
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decorum broken
I carry my three-year-old
to safety
away from my unfolded fury
away from abstract
visions of war
and destruction
away from liberal mothers
and their intellectual
outrage financed by
working husbands
American dollars
and discussed over
white china plates
18
of marinated
kebob

The once “safe school / for little
essing”,
children”
a
is no
19
maternal-domestic sphere in which
s”.
Therage is dissipa
liberal mother’s cognitive dissonance
o have no towards Oth
safe havens has
tranquility
disrupted
childhood
any
that
can
spaces
bring
to the speaker-poet and so “[she
to safety”,
carries] her thre
away from this now-politicised
pace, “away from
fury”.
s
[her] unfolded
The code of polite middle-class
tussociety
quo –
– conformi
has also been shattered (“decorum
bles on
broken”).
the
Halaby
dominant culture by creating
eral
a portrait
mother of the midd
that renders her both hypervisible
hrough and
a
invisible
series of hetero-images:
aveled”, “gourmet
“well-tr
esigner
dinners”, “d
words”, “intellectual
“workingoutrage”,
husbands”,
ollars”,
“American d
“white china plates / of marinated
alism kebob”).
for
Liber
Halaby becomes a
h vehicle
which white
throug
people
tter can feel be
about themselves
in
and
the
their
world.
actions
The
of ethnic
embracing
food, gentrified communities,
e war,
“intellectual
and
outr
solidarity with those affected,
cting
engenders
as a
a smug
foil for the imperialist intent
y “financed
behind the
by invasio
/ working husbands / Americantiplicity
dollars”.of
The potent
identifications with the Iraq
rn appropriation,
War are erased in an ac
18. Halaby,
ge,” 99-100.
“ra
19. Ibid., 97.
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what the speaker-poet identifies
/ and destruction”.
as “abstract / visi
However, the speaker-poet’s agency
ses to buy
will not be era
into the logic of multicultural
f belonging
harmony and affirm
is with the ethnic Other and “away from liberal moth
The speaker-poet uses the language
operate
of the oppress
in the service of the oppressed;
indict
the liberal
her
mother
and, together with
of hetero-images
the accretion
y the
put forward b
speaker-poet, hold up a scathing
le audience.
mirror to a white l
Halaby’s wounded mother contrasts
ntity
sharply
of
with th
Angele Ellis’s speaker-poet in
d in
“The
the
Blue State Gha
upcoming section; where Halaby’s
hoodmother
in
figure fi
the outreach of liberal feminism,
the potential
Ellis’s activis
for feminist solidarity across
American
the divide. In the
identity is affirmed throughite
negation
cultural
– the repudi
identity; in the
spaces
latter,
of belonging
plural
anger
open
is up as
mobilised in the
ross-cultural
service of a
nity”.
“politicized
c 20
mater

Angele Ellis: “The Blue State Ghazals”. “The Blue State Ghazals” from
Angele Ellis’s first
Arab on Radar
book
(2007),
of poetry,
draws on sociopolitical affiliations in contemporary
culate a
American
gendered re-imagining of national
efer to
identity. The
Democratic Party
the
strongholds
espousal of
tical
and
a liberal
ethos poli
that supports federal intervention
and that has,
in civil right
since the 1960s, consistentlyvoting
drawn on the suppor
blocs across race, gender, and
ublican
classParty
lines. The red
strongholds in the South and Mid-West, are seen
conservative political philosophy
limited
of free-marke
government that originally appealed
the 1964
to white voter
Civil Rights Act. The red state with
mentality has beco
neo-colonialist
lues.
white
The
Christian
blue
, and
then,
va
red
are
states
symbolic of dueling visions of
national
America’s cultural
character.
Ellis’s poem is
he
both
nation
a state
lament
of
ation
tandof
an affirm
communities of solidarity beyond
on, ethnicity,
tribal identific
race, class, or
opening
politics
quote
as of
the
clear:
the
I’mpoem
“ makes
crying for all the other mothers”.21It is significant, therefore, tha
chooses the form of the ghazal,
beatraced
love poetry whose
back to pre-Islamic Arabian verse,
ut fromto
the
bear witness

20. The term “politicized maternity”
osi.
comes from Ann Mari
21. Angele Ellis, “The
Arab
Blue
on Radar
State
(Pittsburgh,
Ghazals,”
PA:
inSix
Gallery Press, 2007), 26.
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Iraq 22
War.
A preoccupation with an unobtainable love i
grew from the ghazal
uin ‘Udhrī
of the school
Bedod era
in the Umayya
th
and is exemplified
in the poetry
of 7 and his lifel
-century
poet Jamīl
devotion to hisa,
beloved
has come
Buthayn
to define
in thethe ghazal
popular imagination. Ellis’s
l are
overtures
on the to the tra
level of theme rather than form,
idea
most
of love
clearly delin
as unconditional and unceasing.
s of
Ellis recasts t
romantic love and loss in terms
child,
of the
that
love between
love shared by mothers “over here” and “over the
properties of the
er,
ghazal
the refrain
– thethe
met
introduced
first
in
couplet and repeated
of theat
second
the end
line
eeding
in each succ
couplet
, the internal rhyme preceding the refrain, and
poet’s name or pseudonym
– are
in dispensed
the final couplet
with in
Ellis’ free verse
of fifteen
interpretation
unrhymed couplets.
“The Blue State
nsGhazals”
with the following
ope
quote:
23
I’m crying for all the other mothers.

The import of this quote for Ellis
ntext
must
of be understo
Sheehan’s stated
the
solidarity
Iraqi peoples,
lwith
the other
so that “al
mothers” can be read as grieving
there”;
mothers “over her
maternal solidarity enacting
ality.
a bridge
Sheehan
to transnati
has become the most
gure
prominent
in the anti-war
fi
speaking
movement,
24
out first and foremost
as thereby,
a “peace mom”,
and,
following in a
long tradition of women’s activism
Nicolosi
that invokes wh
25
has called the “cultural
currencyargues
of motherhood”.
Nicolosi
that
this currency has provided a framework
to
for the me
26
interpret women’s
ermsactivism
that reinforce
in
der
t roles
.accepted gen
Ellis does not choose to problematise
mother, the trope o
nor indeed to investigate politicised
the servicematernity
of
c
the state, as her overriding concern
difference
is with how com
can unite in a common cause:
other mothers
to act
has
in recognition o
the potential for alliance building
d national
outside of cl

22. On the ghazal’s
nd thematics
origins
see
a Allen Ali.
23. Ellis, “The Blue State Ghazals,” 26.
24.
Peace Mom became the title of Sheehan’s memoir.
25. Ann Marie Nicolosi,
heehan and
“Cindy
the S
Politics
erhood.”of Moth
Genders 58 (2013): 1, accessed July 16,
library.com
2014, url: https://w
/Cindy+Sheehan+and+the+politics+of+motherhood%3A+p
ternity
+.-a0356353843.
26. Ibid., 1.

